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• From the colonial periods to the present, how do security force 
assistance activities influence political behavior in specific 
countries? 
• Are there unintended consequences of security cooperation and 
security force assistance practices?
• Can we identify the long-term effects of security cooperation and 
security force assistance activities on particular countries of 
interest?  
• What are the impacts of training assistance and the transfer of 
doctrinal practices from one state’s military to another’s? 
• What are the “better” practices in the highly ambiguous and 
dynamic environment of security cooperation and security force 
assistance?    
Security Cooperation is not new:  
The first Jordanian Airborne Class, 1960
Optimizing USMC Security Force Assistance 
(SFA) in the Philippines, Malaysia, and 
Indonesia
Supporting Student Research 
• SOF Joint Combined Exchange Training from a Host Nation’s Perspective
• Dim Networks: The Utility of Social Network Analysis For Illuminating 
Partner Security Force Networks
• Joint Combined Exchange Trainings: A Crucial Tool in Security 
Cooperation Engagement
• The Indonesian COIN Strategy: Failures and Alternative Approaches 
in Overcoming the Papuan Insurgency 
• The Development of Indonesia’s Doctrine for Special Hostage Rescue Operations
• The Last Mile: Extending Legitimacy Using the Principles of Disaster Relief 
• The Praetorian Trap: Post 9/11 U.S. SOF Efforts to Establish Elite Military Capabilities in West Africa
We are interested in your original thesis research contribution 
• Student-officers experienced in conducting security force 
assistance and combined operations
• International officers are especially welcome to share their 
non-US perspectives on security cooperation partnerships 
and combined operations
• All departments and methods are encouraged to 
investigate how to improve Security Cooperation 
• Studies with both regional and/or conceptual foci are of 
interest   
Dr. Douglas A. Borer, Associate Professor, Department of Defense Analysis, GSOIS 
COL Ian C. Rice, Military Faculty, Department of Defense Analysis, GSOIS 
Marine Corps Security Cooperation Group (MCSCG)
Estonia is on a vital edge of 
Security Cooperation efforts 
Ongoing Research  
• Foreign Security Force Advisor Training, Doctrine, 
and Manning for 2015 and Beyond
• To Break or to Build: Aligning Goals and Outcomes 
during Military-led State-Building Efforts 
USMC and the Armed Forces of the Philippines together delivering 
legitimacy during the Haiyan Response, 2013
